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Executive Summary

Our original domain was cooking inspiration,
including the finding, storing, and usage of recipes,
as well as the execution of the recipe in the kitchen.
To further understand our users and what their
needs are, we conducted four forms of research.
First we performed literature analysis, and then
competitive analysis to review what applications
already exist. We then created and conducted a
survey, and then performed a series of interviews
to come up with personas. The personas were
created and then refined throughout the research
process. The result was two personas; one
beginner level person who cooks for one other
person, and one intermediate level person who
cooks for a family. We also refined our problem
space based on the findings of our overall
research. The new focus for our application will
be the storage and sharing of recipes, as well as
ingredient management.

Introduction

The cooking domain is as wide as it is diverse. To
better understand users current cooking process
and find where mobile technology can assist
them, we conducted 4 research related activities:
literature review, competitive analysis, surveys and
interviews.
In our initial proposal we set out to create a
multimodal experience designed to inspire
the cooking enthusiast as well as the cooking
challenged. However, through our research findings
we discovered a potential need in the market that
would focus on helping novice to intermediate
users: 1) find recipes appropriate to their cooking
level, 2) assist them in their overall cooking
process, 3) manage recipe storage and 4) share
their favorite recipes with others.
In this report we cover the methodology followed
in our research. We provide additional detail on

the literature review, competitive analysis, survey
and interview findings and explain how their
results were used to derive the new focus of our
application. Two personas are included to describe
our target users and their representative user needs.
We conclude with a brief discussion about our
conclusions and next steps for the project.

Methodology
Objectives

The overall objective is to define the user, understand
the users’ needs and identify a unique proposition our
product could bring to the marketplace.
Specifically, we would like to answer the following
questions:
• How often do users cook and for how many
people?
• How do users manage their recipes, including
finding, storing, recording notes/changes and
sharing?
• What specific challenges do users face before,
during, and after preparing a meal?
• What are the key differences between novice
and experienced users?

Secondary Research

Our initial research into the problem space included
a literature review and competitive analysis.
We reviewed 12 existing applications to identify
opportunities for differentiation. Our competitive
analysis focuses on 5 of these applications (All
Recipes, Big Oven, Food Network In the Kitchen,
What’s for Dinner? and iHeart Food) that have the
following qualities:
• Features/Functionalities representative of the 12
apps reviewed
• Highly rated
• High downloads
• Unique features

We reviewed literature and materials found online,
in magazines, in cookbooks, and some research
articles. This information allowed us to see
current trends in cooking, the contexts that people
experience cooking in, and what type of normal
activities people may do while in the realm of
cooking to get a better understanding of user needs.

Surveys

After the secondary research, we conducted an
online survey using surveytool.com to explore
some of our initial hunches about unmet needs. We
recruited a total of 26 participants through email
and social media sites using the snowball method.
Our participants were largely 31-40 years old (46%),
65% female, and were an even mix of beginner,
intermediate and advanced cooking experience.
We asked participants both closed-ended and
open-ended questions about their cooking habits
and challenges, finding recipes, dietary restrictions,
current app use, and desired app features.

Interviews

Upon reviewing the secondary research and
analyzing the survey results, we refined our
concept and created initial personas. Persona
A was 25 years old, beginner level cooking
experience, and cooks for herself and one other
person. Persona B was 35 years old, intermediate
level cooking experience and cooks for herself
and her family (husband and children). Based
on these personas, we conducted 7 in-person
interviews. Like our survey participants, many
were female, and 57% were between the ages of
31 and 40. Most participants responded that they
were advanced (71%) and the rest intermediate in
cooking skill level. We asked participants about
their cooking experience, how the find recipes,
how they use them in the course of their meal
planning, how they store recipes, and if they share
them with others. We also asked them for feature
suggestions that they would like to see in a recipe
storage application.

Timeline

week
• draft research plan
of 4/22 • draft, review, and distribute surveys
• review competitive products
• review existing research/literature
week
• analyze survey results
of 4/29 • draft interview questions
• being writing report draft
week
• conduct in-person interviews
of 5/6
• analyze interviews
• create personas & scenarios based
on interviews
week
• create task matrix
of 5/13 • finalize and submit report
• present research to class
		

Findings

Secondary Research

The majority of the applications reviewed were
feature rich and recipe driven.
All Recipes and Big Oven offers the most features
of the applications reviewed, which includes
recipe search, scanning handwritten and typed
recipes, uploading photos, meal planners, grocery
list management, recipe sharing and nutritional
tools. In addition to searching for recipes made
by popular TV chefs, the Food Network’s In the
Kitchen application provides a kitchen timer,
measurement unit converter and how to videos.
The What’s for Dinner? application offers a ‘Voice
Mode’ that responses to voice commands and
reads a recipe to you step-by-step. Uniquely,
iHeart Food application focus on social interactions
allowing users to share food related content via
popular social media and follow updates from food
television networks, magazines and other users.
Some key findings from the literature review were
areas to focus on to guide further research and
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the direction of the project were:
• Differences in people’s diets and nutritional
requirements.
• What type of people are mainly responsible for
cooking meals and in what situations these may be.
• How often people typically cook meals at home.
• What people do in order to find information about
food they will cook or the recipes they use.
• What type of activities people do while cooking.
• The type of differences in the abilities and
techniques needed to cook.

Surveys

Conducting a survey allowed us to explore various
facets of the cooking process to identify key areas
of opportunity.
Key findings include:
• 81% use websites and 62% use books to find
recipes
• 69% store recipes on paper (printouts, ripped out
articles, or handwritten)
• When asked about desirable app features, the top
three were Creating a shopping list for ingredients
from the recipe choices (85%), Storing existing
recipes (81%), and suggesting substitutions for
ingredients in existing recipes (73%)
• People are more experienced at cooking when
they are cooking for more people.
• Almost all people under 40 find recipes from
web; more than half over 40 don’t.
• Top reasons for cooking include Entertaining
and providing for family (42%), Health (35%), and
Love of the process and food (35%)
• 54% responded they follow a diet or have some
restrictions
• When asked about challenges faced while
following a recipe, the top reply (38%) was timing.
Additional challenges cited (12% each) included
not understanding terms, not knowing what
things look like, and not having ingredients.
Based on these findings, we concluded there were
two distinct parts to the cooking process: the act of
cooking in the moment, and the tasks surrounding
planning and recipe management. We decided

to focus our efforts on the latter as most of the
interactions on the app would occur outside the
kitchen. With this refined direction, we conducted
interviews to gain additional insights.

Interviews

Task Matrix

Scan printed and handwritten recipes
into application
Search for New Recipes

Becky

Sara

Frequency Importance Frequency Importance
Often

High

Sometimes

Medium

Sometimes

Medium

Often

High

We refined our interview questions based on the
survey results to focus more on the use, storage,
and preparation using recipes instead of the
cooking process.

Consolidate Ingredient Lists for
Multiple Recipes

Often

High

Often

High

Add Notes to Recipes

Often

High

Sometimes

Medium

Find Substitutions for Ingredients

Sometimes

Medium

Sometimes

Medium

Key findings include:
• 57% learned to cook during childhood, the other
43% from using a cookbook or recipes
• 57% mentioned they or someone they cook
for has a dietary restriction, which is why they
choose to cook regularly
• 57% use recipes to make lists for ingredients
and equipment before the cooking process
• 71% will mentally prepare a combined list of
instructions for multiple recipes/dishes
• 86% watch or listen to TV while preparing food,
though many typically choose a show that does
not require their undivided attention
• 100% of respondents currently store their recipes
on paper, 86% have cookbooks, and 71% use
digital storage such as website links or PDFs
• 86% will share recipes by printing off the digital
copy, or hand writing a new copy
• 57% will record changes on the recipe to
reference later
• 57% will learn about cooking from the internet,
including watching videos on YouTube

Schedule Preparation and Cooking
Times/Steps for Multiple Dishes

Sometimes

Medium

Often

High

Often

High

Often

High

Sometimes

Medium

Often

High

Organize Recipes and Cookbooks

Often

High

Sometimes

Medium

Share Recipes and Cookbooks

Often

High

Rarely

Low

Add Reviews and Comments to
Recipes Posted by Others

Rarely

Low

Sometimes

Medium

Sometimes

Medium

Often

High

The most popular suggestions for a recipe storage
app were the ability to categorize recipes (86%),
automatically adjusting recipes for serving size
changes (like doubling) (57%), the ability to enter
their own recipes (57%).
The interview responses verified our plan to move
towards recipe management and meal preparation,
as many of the respondents will use recipes to plan
ahead but may not want to involve an application
during the actual cooking process.

Cooking Timers
Servings/Units Converter

Cooking Terms & Techniques Learning Aids

Discussion &
Next Steps

Four main features distinguish our application
from the ones reviewed during the competitive
analysis; sharing, storing and searching, list
creation, and education. First, people typically
share their recipes, but have to write them by
hand or print them on paper. Though it is the
main form of storage, paper limits users because
it is not as easy to share, and can be damaged
during the cooking process. Our application
would allow users to share recipes with others
through the application.
Second, using multiple storage modes (paper,
books, and digital) requires the person to know
how they have organized their collection, and
does not allow someone to search or categorize

recipes very easily. Third, we would allow people
to create ingredient and shopping lists from the
recipes, which allows users to better plan out their
meals. Lastly, our application would provide links
and resources for people who are not familiar with
the terms used or techniques required to complete
the survey. Our competitive analysis/secondary
research showed that there are no applications
that currently do all of the management,
preparation assistance, and education through
recipes that our application is proposing.
Based on our updated application features and the
development of our application personas, we will
be using the task lists to create user scenarios,
which will assist us with creating storyboards.
Our team will be expanding upon the complete
experience with multiple interface types. Once we
have storyboards developed, we will create basic
wireframes for all modalities involved that detail
the complete user scenarios created.
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Sara
Occupation

Business Analysis

Location

Thornton, Colorado

Education

Bachelor’s Degree in Business Administration

Background

Sara is 25-years-old, unmarried and works for
a medium size technology company. She lives
in Thornton, a small suburb outside of Denver,
where she enjoys spending time with her friends,
traveling and photography.

User Profile

At work Sara is an integral part of the daily
operations and highly valued by her manager and
staff. At home she shares an apartment with her
boyfriend Stan. Sara and Stan have very active
social lives. Sara’s weekends are particularly busy,
as she uses this time to work on her start-up family
portrait photography business. Sara’s goal is to
one day be a self-employed photographer full time.

General Attributes

Sara is a personable and outgoing individual
who enjoys keeping busy. She is meticulous,
well organized and hands-on. She views and
uses technology as a tool for organization. She is
willing to try new things she believes will assist in
organizing her day-to-day activities.

Life Goals

• Advance in her career.
• Start a family someday.
• Adequately perform job duties and
responsibilities.
• Start a family portrait photography business.

Experience Goals

• Identifying useful technologies that will save
time and help organize her life.
• Relatively comfortable in the kitchen with easy
to cook recipes.
• Willing to try more advanced recipes with well
written guided instructions.

End Goals

• Maintaining balance between home and work
life.
• Finding gratifying activities that will nurture the
creative side of her personality.

Representative User Needs

• Getting new meal ideas.
• Improve cooking skills.
• Sharing and receiving recipes with friends and
family.

Becky
Occupation

Social Worker at local
Junior High School

Location

Orland Park, Illinois

Education

Bachelor’s Degree in Psychology
Master’s Degree in Social Work

Background

Becky is 35 years old, married for 9 years with
three children and a dog. She lives in Orland
Park, a medium-sized suburb of Chicago. She
enjoys helping people and taking care of her
family. She also enjoys gardening and visiting new
restaurants.

User Profile

She has worked at a local Junior High School as a
social worker for the last six years. She has a few
close friends within the school, as well as, friends
from growing up and one’s she has met through
her educational background pursuing her degrees.
Her job allows her to be home during the afternoon
to help raise her three children. She is typically
the first adult home and usually is responsible
for taking care of making dinner and making sure
the children work on homework. She spends her
free time reading on topics in Psychology and
social work, in addition to gardening. Beck and
her husband typically will go out to dinner by
themselves or with friends at least once a week.
She has a fairly busy schedule at home and is
constantly tending to her family.

General Attributes

Becky has always been a family-centered person
and likes being able to help others and take care
of people or offer assistance whenever she can.
She is somewhat organized, but with being busy
can sometimes allow herself to fall behind on little
things. She has a Smartphone and uses a laptop
at work and at home to read and do research, in
addition to trying to keep up with friends on social
media sites like Facebook and Pinterest. She also
has an iPad she shares with her husband. She
prides herself on being able to take care of her
family and help out others whenever she can.

Life Goals

• Continue in her career as a social worker
in grade schools, maybe work as a family
therapist once her children are older.
• Be able to raise her children and care for her
family.

Experience Goals

• Learn new technologies to keep up with her
children.
• Cook meals for her family that are healthy and
taste good.
• To become experienced in cooking and to use it
in her experience as a social worker.

End Goals

• To be efficient as possible and spend as much
time with her friends and family.
• To be a positive influence on others and be able
to impact children she works with.

Representative User Needs

• Organize recipes efficiently and keep all her
recipes in one location.
• Add new recipes she finds and learn about new
recipes.
• Tailor recipes to meet her family’s needs.
• Share her recipes with others.
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USER’S THOUGHTS & FEELINGS

PROCESS

ACTIVITIES

STAGES

User Journey
Discovery

Find recipes that match
user criteria

Smart Phone

Pre-planning

Gather ingredients needed
to execute the recipe

Set-up

Understand ingredients, steps,
and tools to execute the recipe

Execution/Cooking

Prepare the meal as described
in the recipe(s)

Tablet

Organization

Record notes and access
recipes later

Search for new recipes by
ingredients

Create ingredient shopping
list from multiple recipes

Look up term or technique

Set a time/reminder alert

Tag recipes

Save recipe to ”books”

Check off items from
shopping list

View term or
technique video

View a timer/
reminder alert

Organize recipes into “books”

Receive from or search for
recipes by other users

Find & mark ingredient
substitutions

View item/ingredient list

View recipe instruction list

Add notes to existing recipes

Search for saved recipes

Review notes from a past recipe
to consider making any changes

Create instructions from multiple
recipes to coordinate cook times

View term or
technique video

Share recipe with others

Inputting recipe “found/
discovered” either by taking
a picture or manually.

Convert serving sizes

View checklist of necessary
tools, pots, pans, etc

Discovery

Pre-planning

Set-up

What do I want to cook for dinner?

Do I have everything I need to make this?

What does this mean in the recipe?

Will my family like what I will cook for
dinner?

How long will it take me to cook this
meal?

I don’t want to forget to do anything.

Will I be able to make this recipe the
way it’s supposed to be made?

My son doesn’t like this kind of food, I
wonder if I substitute something else will
it taste the same?

This dish takes longer than the other
dish to cook, when should I start cooking
them so they are done at the same
time?

The last time I made this dish it was too
dry, I’m going to not cook it as long.

I don’t know if I’m going to finish cooking
everything in time.

This recipe may not make enough, I’ll
probably need to adjust the recipe to
make more.

I need to make sure I have everything I’ll
need to cook with.

This looks like it would taste good.
I know my family would love to eat this.
I may need to buy some things to make
this dish.
Sometimes it’s difficult to find new
dishes to make that everybody will like.

I need to make sure I buy these items
when I’m at the store next.

Execution

Smart TV

Organization

I don’t know how much this
measurement is.

I wonder if everybody liked what I
cooked?

I don’t want to leave anything cooking
for too long.

That was good, I want to make that
again sometime.

What do I need to do after this finishes?

I want to save the recipe but I need to
make sure I can find it.

Oh no, I need to look at the recipe again
and my hands are covered in food.
I think this looks done.
This smells really good, I hope it tastes
good too.

My friend said she likes that dish, I want
to be able to share the recipe with her.
I need to make sure I write down what
I did when I was cooking it, it didn’t say
to do that in the recipe but it still tasted
good.
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Storyboard:
Sara

Discovery

Sara wants to find inspiration for a meal to cook
for her boyfriend. Their two-year anniversary is
in two weeks and she wants to prepare a very
nice home cooked meal.

Remembering that her boyfriend really likes
shrimp, Sara opens the app on her mobile
phone and searches for a recipe that has
shrimp as an ingredient.

The app returns several recipes. Sara scrolls
through them until she comes across one she
likes.

Pre-planning

She clicks on a meal and a brief description
appears including the estimated preparation
time, cooking skill level and ratings from others.

After reading the description, Sara feels this
would be great for her anniversary meal.

Sara continues to scrolls through recent posts
and comments from the community of users
in the application. She sees a post from a
member in her group of friends with pictures of
a meal that was recently cooked for her family.

She comments on her friends post that the
meal looks really good and selects an option to
save two side dish recipes that were listed in
the post.

It is the day before Sara’s big anniversary meal
and she takes a final inventory of the things she
will need for each of the recipes on her tablet.

In the application she notice that the saved
recipes from her friend is for 5 to 6 servings.

Since Sara only needs to prepare her meal
for two people she selects the Serving Size
option and enters ‘2’ in the application. The
measurements for all of the recipes in the meal
are converted for her chosen quantity.

While looking through each of the steps of the
recipes she comes across a term that she is
unfamiliar with.

Sara highlights the term and selects a “define”
option. The application displays the definition
and provides links to videos related to the term.

Now with the appropriate ingredient amounts
for her meal and an understanding of what
it will take to prepare it, Sara creates her
shopping list.

While at the store she checks each item off in
the application while she shops to confirm that
she has them.
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Storyboard: Sara (continued)

Set-up

Execution

The evening of the anniversary dinner Sara
turns on her TV for some ambient background
noise while she cooks and proceeds to the
kitchen to organize the ingredients for each dish.

Sara’s meal has several recipes with various
steps, cooking times and temperatures. As a
novice/intermediate cook, she is not sure how
to prepare the meal in the most efficient way so
all the dishes finish around the same time.

In the application on her tablet, Sara highlights
the recipes for the meal she wants to cook and
selects the Prep Help option.

The app displays a consolidated step-by-step
list of instructions, guiding her on pre-cooking
preparations, necessary ingredients and tools
(e.g. pots, utensils), as well as cooking directions,
including what can be made in parallel.

Sara places her tablet on an adjacent counter
away from where she is preparing the meal but
close enough for her to refer to the displayed
cooking instructions.

Following the instructions on her tablet Sara
begins preparing her meal.

The application walks her through each step,
advancing to the next step when she gives the
verbal command “Next”. While progressing
through the cooking process she thinks she
may have missed an action in one of the
previous step.

Sara gives the verbal command “Back” and the
application takes her to the previous step in the
process. After confirming that the previous step
was completed correctly she proceeds from
where she left off in cooking her meal.

As she is preparing the meal the application
offers to set timers for each item that is being
cooked or waiting to be used in a later stage.

After accepting to set each timer along the
way Sara gets to a lull in her meal preparation
where she has 30 minutes before she has to
execute he next step. Sara decides to pour
herself a glass of wine and proceed to the living
room to watch a little TV.

Sara is pleased with how most of her dishes
turned out; however, wishes she had added
more of a particular ingredient to one of the
dishes that she made.

The next time she is on the application Sara
saves the recipes to her personal cookbook and
adds notes to the dish she wanted to modify.

Sara posts a comment to the friend that
the meal came from about how great her
anniversary meal turned out.

On Sara’s smart TV she selects an option that
has synced with the application-cooking timers
and will notify her through the TV when she
needs to execute the next step.

Organization

Sara completes the meal and her anniversary
dinner is a huge success. Her boyfriend
comments several times on how delicious the
food was.
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Storyboard:
Becky

Discovery
While shopping, Becky finds a Food
magazine, and after paging through
she buys it.

Pre-planning
Later at home, Becky finds one
recipe she wants to try from the Food
magazine.

Becky takes a photo of the recipe page
with her tablet using the Cooking App.

She saves the recipe picture in one of
her “cook books” in the app.

To prepare for her upcoming meal,
Becky creates a new shopping list
in the app, and adds items from the
recipe to the list.

Set-up
While reviewing the list of ingredients,
Becky notices that it calls for ground
beef. Her family does not eat red
meat, so she opts to find a substitute.

She reviews the substitution
suggestions.

She chooses Boca protein.

While shopping the next day, Becky
checks things off of her list on her
smartphone.

When she gets home, Becky brings
up the recipe on her tablet through the
Cooking App.

Execution
Becky begins making the food,
following the recipe.

Becky places all of the ingredients
and tools she needs on the counter to
make sure she has everything.

Organization
When her husband comes home,
she goes to greet him, taking the tablet
with her.

While talking to her family, the tablet
reminds her to check the dish.

She goes back to the kitchen briefly to
complete the dish.

She serves the completed dish to her
family at the table.

As her family cleans up, Becky feels
the dish went over well, and decides
that she would like to try the recipe
again some time. She adds a note to
the recipe to add more broccoli so her
kids will get their veggies.
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Wireframes: Tablet

Home/Dashboard

1

2
4

6

9

11

ID

Description/Behavior

1

The Home icon is on all pages, and takes the user back to this Dashboard screen.

2

User can jump to the Select a Recipe page from many pages, as this is one of the main
workflows.

3
7

10

4

12

5

5

6
8

10

12

Thumbnail image, title, or description can be selected to take the user to the Recipe
Detail screen for that recipe.
User can plan out their meal by adding a recipe to the Meal Planner.

Reminders can be set for actions that are outside of timed items in the recipe.

8

Meals that are noted for future dates will display here for the user to review. Users can
also set up meals for upcoming special occasions.
Users can select ingredients and tools from their recipes to the Shopping List.

10 Items are broken down by when they are needed based on upcoming meals.

8
3

Takes the user to the Add a Recipe screen to import new recipes.

7

9

3

Panel names define which section the user is on, and can be selected to go to the
respective screens for more detail.

11
3

3

Users can look up phrases, ingredients, and techniques and view instructional materials.
This takes users to the Cooking Help/Search screen.

12 Content that was recently viewed, or starred in the Cooking Help/Search screen are
displayed. Tapping one goes to the respective Cooking Help Video screen for that item.

3

13 Users can tap the panel to take them to each section’s individual detail screens
13

13

13

13

13

Notes
Select from 5 available menu options segmented by vertical panels. Swipe left to access
panels not visible on screen.
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Wireframes: Tablet
4
4
4
4

5

1

6

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

7

4

Add Recipe / Take a Picture

Add Recipe / Enter a Recipe

Add Recipe / Organize Your Recipe

ID

Description/Behavior

ID

Description/Behavior

ID

Description/Behavior

1

Opens the user’s gallery to select saved images of recipes
previously captured (outside of the application).

1

Confirms image capture and advances user to the Add Recipe/
Organize Your Recipe screen.

1

Recipe photo is extracted from the captured image, if available.
User can also select this to add their own image.

2
3
4

Advances users to Manual Entry screen where recipe can be typed
in by hand.

2

Returns users to the Dashboard screen.

3

Brings up default settings of the tablet camera, for example flash
and color balance.

4

Notes
This functionality uses the tablet’s native hardware features.

Returns the user to the Add a Recipe/Take a Picture screen to retake the image. Previously taken image is not saved in the app.

2

Preview of the image taken as a whole.

3

Returns the user to the Dashboard screen. Image is not retained.

4
5

6

7

Allows user to save the recipe once details are entered. After a
successful save, the user is taken to the Recipe Details screen for
the new recipe.
Returns user to the Dashboard screen. Image and recipe
information is not retained.

Detail fields allow a user to give the recipe a name, and enter details
they may want to remember about the recipe.

By default the “My New Recipes” book is selected. User can select
another book if they have them created, or select Add a new book.
Adding takes the user to the New Book screen.
User may add one or more tags to the recipe. This helps users
categorize and later find recipes. Tag entry will auto-fill in existing
tags as the user types, or the user can add a new tag.

Additional notes can be captured about the recipe, and displayed in
the Recipe Detail screen in the notes section.
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Wireframes: Tablet
1

2
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8
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3

7

Select a Recipe (Browse)

Recipe Detail - Default View and Options Panel View

ID

Description/Behavior

ID

Description/Behavior

1

Options panel collapses to the left side to view more recipes.

1

Back button returns user to Select Recipe screen.

2

Results panel, displays recipes based on filter options to the left.

2

3

Filters recipes on the right by app produced recipes. These may
be available for purchase.

3

Recipe images gallery. Tap thumbnail to see full view. The last image in the carousel is a blank thumbnail. Tapping it allows user to add a new
image to the recipe.

4
5
6
7

8

Select the pencil icon in Notes section to add personal notes to the recipes.

Filters recipes on the right by user’s cookbook contents.

4

Select “Add to Cookbook” to save recipe to new or existing cookbook. Corresponding Options Panel slides in (see ID 9).

Filters recipes on the right by user’s friend’s recipes that the friends
have marked as public.

5

Select “Add to Menu Planner” to save to Menu Planner list. Corresponding Options Panel slides in (see ID 9).

6

Select “Edit Recipe” to make changes to the recipe being viewed. Corresponding Options Panel slides in (see ID 9).

7

Select “Share a Recipe” to send the open recipe to someone. Corresponding Options Panel slides in (see ID 9).

8

Highlighted words or phrases appear throughout the recipe, indicating the user may tap them to get more information. This will load the Cooking
Help screen.

Default selection, filters recipes on the right by all of the above
criteria.

Allows a user to further reduce recipe selections by filtering on
several different general terms. Tapping icon selects, tapping again
deselects.

9

Example of an Options Panel. Slides in from the right and overlaps the Recipe Detail screen. See next 2 pages for full views.

Recipe image, description, and title. All can be selected to
advance to the Recipe Detail screen.
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Wireframes: Tablet
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Add to Menu Planner / Add to Shopping List

Share This Recipe

6

4

3

Edit Recipe / Add Tags

Edit Recipe / Modify Serving Size

ID

Description/Behavior

ID

Description/Behavior

ID

Description/Behavior

ID

Description/Behavior

1

Selecting which day to make the recipe
will show on the Meal Planner panel on the
dashboard screen.

1

1

Users can change the serving size of
a recipe to easily update ingredient
quantities.

3

Displays list of ingredients for the recipe.

User may add one or more tags to the
recipe. This helps users categorize and
later find recipes. Tag entry will auto-fill in
existing tags as the user types, or the user
can add a new tag.

1

2

Names from the user’s
friend list can be selected
to send the recipe through
the application.

4

User checks off desired items to add to the
Shopping List.

2

5
6

7

Review the ingredients in more detail.

Adds selected items to Shopping List.

Allows user to select another recipe. This
adds the current recipe to user’s default
Cookbook, and takes her back to the Select
a Recipe screen.
Loads the Menu Planner view.

3

User may link their
social media sites to
the application to share
recipes. Selecting one of
the icons will take the user
out of the application and
into the respective social
media application to share
content.
Verifies the recipe details
the user wants to share
and display a confirmation
that the recipe was shared
successfully.

2

3
4

Tags display as user adds them, and allow
a user to remove an added tag by selecting
the X.
A text entry field allows the user to type in
tag names under added ones.

Saves the changes made by the user and
returns the user to the Recipe Detail screen.

2

3
4
5

6

The current serving size is displayed to the
user for them to understand how they need
to change it.
Slider allows a user to easily change the
serving size.

Users can opt to use the entry field to enter
the number for serving size.
Updating the recipe will update all
ingredient quantities to match the serving
size modification. Quantities will be
displayed in a different color.
The user is returned to the Edit Recipe
panel. Serving size changes are not
retained.
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Wireframes: Tablet
1
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5
6

Edit Recipe / Substitute Ingredients

Recipe Detail (After Editing)

ID

Description/Behavior

ID

Description/Behavior

1

Begins user on the substitution workflow inside the side panel.

1

The date modified is added after initial edits are completed.

2

One or more ingredients can be selected, and each will be taken through the substitution
screens when the user hits “Next.”

2

Updated serving size is noted in a new color to draw attention to
the changes.

3

A new ingredient may be typed in by the user if they do not want to use one of the suggestions.

4

The application suggests substitutions based on the ingredient type.

5

The most frequently used substitutions are listed to allow a user to quickly substitute a common
ingredient.

6

3

Updated ingredients list shows the new substituted ingredient to
indicate there was a substitution.

A summary of all substituted ingredients are listed with the original ingredient, and the new
substitution in its place. Once confirmed, the side panel collapses and the recipe is marked as
updated. Ingredients that were substituted are displayed in a different color.
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Wireframes: Tablet
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9

Menu Planner

Menu Planner / Start Cooking

Menu Planner / In-Progress

ID

Description/Behavior

ID

Description/Behavior

ID

Description/Behavior

1

Advances application to Select a Recipe screen to choose recipes
to be added to the current meal.

1

Once the user is ready to begin the cooking process, this starts the
steps and cooking timers.

1

The user may stop the cooking process at any time.

2

Moves the instructions to the previous step, in the event the user
was not ready to advance or needs to review a past step.

2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9

Advances application to the Reminders screen where they can
view and create timers and reminders for the overall application.

Users may select options including Chef at Your Side, an option that
merges the instructions for the recipes and provides step information
(checked by default), enabling reminders and timers, and to keep track
of any additional preparation needed outside of the recipe execution.
Advances the application to the Menu Planner/Start Cooking screen
for the recipes selected in the right pane.
Recipe details are shown for each recipe selected for the meal.
Selecting a recipe loads the Recipe Detail screen for that recipe.

Recipes are selected by default, but may be unchecked by users to
drop the recipe from the meal.

2

Recipes are laid side by side, with instructions for each staggered
to make the most sense timewise.

3
4

Advances the instructions forward for the user.

The current step is highlighted and expanded to give the user more
details about how to perform the step. Images related to the specific
step (such as example photos or additional instructions) can be
viewed when that step is reviewed.

Notes
Steps are numbered, and a check mark appears next to it once the step
is completed or user advances to the next step.

Prevents tablet from hibernating while the user is preparing the meal.
Enable voice commands during the cooking process, allowing the
tablet to be used hands free throughout the meal process.
A timer is displayed during the meal process and updates as the
user progresses through the cooking steps.
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Wireframes: Tablet
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Menu Planner / End of Recipe

Menu Planner / Finished Cooking

1

Menu Planner / Reminders

ID

Description/Behavior

ID

Description/Behavior

ID

Description/Behavior

1

Completes the meal once the user is sure they are done with both
recipes.

1

Note that these items are disabled because cooking is done.

1

2

A user may choose to edit recipes after they have been completed
from this screen. Once they are done with any updates, the user
would finish out the meal to remove it from the Dashboard.

2

Recipes are separated to help the user understand which timer is
associated with which dish.

2

The recipe end block is indicated for each depending on how many
steps are in them.

3

4
5
6

Timer reminders are set by default based on the recipe. All timer
reminders are on by default for all devices. A user may deselect a
reminder, or deselect individual devices from that reminder.

In addition to timers, a user may add other reminders outside of the
recipe. These would show up on the Dashboard screen under the
Menu Planner panel.
Reminders are set once the user has confirmed them, and any
additional devices that were set up will be sent the information.

User returns to the Menu Planner screen. Any reminder changes
are not retained.

Recipes are separated to help the user understand which timer is
associated with which dish.
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Wireframes: Tablet
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Cooking Help / Search

Cooking Help / Video

ID

Description/Behavior

ID

Description/Behavior

1

A user may type in a word or phrase to search the application’s
instructional materials base. A user may clear their search by
selecting the X.

1

A thumbnail still of the video allows the user to view the
instructional step without watching the video. As a user clicks the
thumbnail, the description of that step is displayed below the image.

Search results show an image, title, and description of the word or
phrase. Selecting one takes the user to the Cooking Help/Video
screen.

3

2
3

Filters allow a user to narrow down results based on what type of
recipe would contain the word or phrase listed.

2

4
5

Users may play video in the tablet (takes over the right pane), or
send the video to a smart TV.

The instructional step is highlighted at the bottom. A user may
swipe the image to advance to the next step on the screen, which
updates the picture.
A still image or video is displayed, depending on what the user
selects on the left panel.
Returns the user to the Cooking Help/Search screen, with
previously entered and filtered results displayed.
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Wireframes: Smart Phone
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Home/Dashboard

Search Recipes - Main

Search Recipes - Ingredients

ID

Description/Behavior

ID

Description/Behavior

ID

Description/Behavior

1

Slides in the Menu panel from the left,
pushing main content off canvas.

1

Buttons for filtering defaults to “All Recipes.”
User may choose any combination of “My
Recipes”, “Friends’ Recipes”, or “App’s
Recipes” to narrow the search.

1

Recently searched ingredient keywords
displayed as suggestions. User may select
one by tapping.

2
3

4
5
6

Slides in the Search panel from the right,
pushing main content off canvas.

List of recipes the user has previously
marked as planning on making. The screen
will scroll to accommodate list length.

Loads the Recipe Detail screen for selected
recipe. (Not shown.)
Loads My Shopping List screen.

Loads the Search Recipes screen. This is
the same functionality as ID 2.

2
3

Enter ingredient keywords. See Search
Recipes - Ingredients wire for functionality.

Enter tags. Functions the same way as ID 2.

4

Enter keywords for recipe title via text entry.

5

Submits query and loads Results screen.

Notes
When user enters multiple ingredient keywords,
search will return only recipes that have all of the
ingredients. Functions as boolean “and” operator.

2

User may manually type in a new ingredient,
aided by predictive text.

Notes
Entering tags works the same way. Predictive text
will feed from existing tags in the recipes being
searched. For example, typing “ea” will not yield
“easy” if that tag does not exist in the recipes
selected from the filters.

5

Search Results
ID

Description/Behavior

1

List of recipes matching the user’s search
query. The screen will scroll to accommodate
list length.

2
3

Loads the Recipe Detail screen for selected
recipe. (Not shown.)
Utility tray with Search Results functions.

4

Sort results by various parameters

5

Return to the Search Recipes screen, with
values from current search retained.
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Wireframes: Smart Phone

2
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1
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3

4
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6

7

8

Shopping List

Menu

Timer Alert

ID

Description/Behavior

Notes

ID

Description/Behavior

1

List of ingredients to purchase along with
a photo and quantity needed for each. The
screen will scroll to accommodate list length.

This is the global navigation panel that slides in
from the left.

1

Normal phone alert modal pops up, allowing
user to Snooze or Dismiss.

2

3

Tapping a tile loads the Ingredient Detail
screen where the user can view which
recipes call for it, plus a larger photo and
description. (Not shown.)

2

3

Selecting Snooze will hide the alert for 5
minutes. After that time, the same message
displays.
Selecting Dismiss will turn off the alert and
the message will not display again.

Tapping checkbox marks item as purchased
and drops it to the bottom. When all items are
checked, displays prompt to delete the list.

Notes

5

Ingredients is the default Shopping List view.

6

Tools view works same way as Ingredients.

7

Displays recipes that are related to the list.

Users must agree to allow notifications in the
Preferences menu. This will prompt during initial
setup. (Not shown.)

8

Displays prompt to confirm deleting the list.

4

Utility tray with Shopping List functions.

Timer does not rely on app being open.
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Wireframes: Smart TV

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

View/Replay Video

Menu

ID

Description/Behavior

ID

Description/Behavior

1

Picture in picture toggle allows user bring their previous TV program to the forefront and vice versa.

1

Alert modal pops over the current TV program, allowing user to Snooze or Dismiss.

2

User may replay the video. Selecting this does not change the screen, only restarts the video.

2

Selecting Snooze will hide the alert for 5 minutes. After that time, the same message displays.

3

User may play the next video that was sent to the TV. The video would retain the screen size as the
previous video.

3

Selecting Dismiss will turn off the alert and the message will not display again.

4

User may select this to stop the video and return to their previous TV program.

Notes

Notes
Timer does not rely on app being open.

Video plays full screen by default.
User may use the basic television controls (volume, stop, play, pause, fast forward, rewind) to interact with
the video.
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Survey Questions
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1.) How many dishes did you prepare last week?
(Number dropdown)
0, 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7+
2.) Was that a typical week? (Y/N)
3.) Of those dishes, for how many did you use a
recipe while preparing? (Number dropdown)
0, 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7+
4.) How many people do you usually cook for?
(not including yourself) (Number dropdown)
0, 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7+
5.) Who does this include (family, friends, etc)?
(Free text)
5.) How would you rate your level of cooking
experience? (Options: Beginner, Intermediate,
Advanced)
6.) Why do you cook? (free text)

Competitive Analysis Apps
All Recipes - www.allrecipes.com
Big Oven – www.bigoven.com
Food Network In the Kitchen - www.foodnetwork.com/mobile/
What’s for Dinner? – www.whatsfordinnerapp.com
iHeart Food - https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.mokasocial.iheart.food

7.) Do you like to take photos of food (your own
meals, meals friends have made, or at restaurants)?
Y/N
8.) Which of the following do you use when
cooking? Check all that apply. (Options: Stove,
burners, microwave, toaster oven, grill, stand mixer,
small appliances, other (fill in))
9.) Where do you usually find recipes? (Options:
From friends or family, Books, Magazines or
newspapers, Websites, Apps, Other (fill in))
10.) Why do you search for recipes? (Free text)
11.) How do you usually store recipes you find
for future access? (Options: Paper (printouts,
ripped out articles, or handwritten), Books, Digital
(bookmarks, PDFs), Apps, I don’t store recipes,
Other (fill in))

12.) How do you share recipes with friends
or family? (Options: Social media (Pinterest,
Facebook), Paper (printout or handwritten), Email, I
don’t share, Other (fillin))
13.) If you use apps to find or store recipes, which
apps do you use? (Text entry)
14.) Do you follow a specific diet (such as
vegetarian or vegan), have removed foods from
your diet (such as pork or seafood), or have food
allergies? Please list all dietary restrictions or
considerations here. (Free text entry)
15.) If you do follow a diet, do you ever substitute/
remove/add ingredients in recipes in order to fit the
diet? (Y/N)
16.) What challenges (if any) do you tend to face
while following a recipe for a dish? For example, not
knowing terms, not knowing what something should
look like, or not timing things correctly. (Free text
entry)
17.) If you were to download an application to
assist with cooking, including recipe and ingredient
gathering, information, and preparation assistance,
what features would you be interested in? Check
all that apply. (Options: Creating a shopping list for
ingredients from the recipe choices, Suggesting
coupons for ingredients, Finding recipes with
special ingredients, Suggesting substitutions for
ingredients in existing recipes, Storing existing
recipes, Storing pictures or notes for future recipe
ideas, Providing videos or pictures for ingredients
and cooking techniques, Reading the recipe aloud
to you, and accepting audio commands while
prepping food, Allowing users to create notes for
the recipe, Sharing recipes, Other (fill in))
18.)

What is your gender? (Male/Female)

19.) How old are you? (Age ranges: less than 20,
21-30, 31-40, 41-50, 51-60, over 60)
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Interview Script

Hello, and thank you for participating in this interview.
Our team is interested in learning about how recipes
fit into your cooking process. I will ask you a series
of questions, but you should think of this more as a
conversation.
How many times a week do you typically cook? For
how many people?
How would you characterize your cooking experience
level?
(Probe: How long have you been cooking? How did you
learn?)
What are the primary reasons you cook?
(Probe: Health/nutrition? Dietary restrictions? More
economical than dining out?)
How often do you cook from a recipe?
(Probe: How much is that compared to all your
cooking?)
Tell me about the last time you cooked a dish from a
recipe. What did you make? How long did it take? Had
you made it before? Where did you get the recipe from
originally?
(Probe: If you made it before, did you do anything
different this time? How did it turn out? Were there any
constraints or special circumstances, such as timing,
ingredients, equipment, etc.)
Sometimes you make dishes without using a recipe.
Can you tell me about any differences in your process
compared to cooking with a recipe?
(Probe: Use ingredients at home versus shopping in
advance? More freedom to do other activities while
cooking?)
How do you begin planning for a meal that requires
multiple dishes? Do you typically encounter any
challenges in cooking multiple dishes at once? Tell me
about them.

What makes you want to keep a recipe for later? What
factors do you consider?
(Probe: Inspiration? Recommendation from friend or
family? Certain ingredient? Fit into lifestyle?)
How do you store your recipes? What do you like about
those methods?
(Probe: Clippings? Digitally? What kind of organization
scheme do you use, if any?)
Tell me about a time when you made a change to the
recipe while preparing the dish. Why did you make that
change?
(Probe: How did it turn out? Did you record that change
for later?)
Do you ever share your recipes? In what
circumstances?
(Probe: Regularly via social media? Only when
someone asks? Only with family?)
Tell me about a time when you needed help with a
recipe. What happened?
(Probe: What did you need help with? What did you do?
Who did you talk to?)
How often do you get cooking advice from friends or
family? How do you contact them to get it?
(Probe: While seeking help with specific problem?
In the course of normal conversation? Post on
Facebook?)
As part of our research, we are exploring how to
leverage technology for recipe management. In a
perfect world, what kinds of functions would you like to
see in a recipe management tool?
What other methods or tools you use to learn more
about cooking?

Interview Informed Consent
Interview Informed Consent Form

Study administrator: _______________________________
Participant: _______________________________
This is an interview exercise to learn about how you use recipes and your cooking patterns. Our goal is
to create an application where people can find, manage, use and share recipes. Your participation will
help us achieve this goal.
In this session, a design team member will be asking you questions about your previous experiences
with recipes and cooking, as well as some question about your technology use. A member of the design
team will take notes during the interview.
All information collected in this interview belongs to the design team, and will be used for internal
academic purposes. We may videotape and/or audiotape the session. We may publish our results from
this and other sessions in our reports, but all such reports will be confidential and will not include your
name or personal information.
You may take breaks as needed and stop your participation in the study at any time.
Statement of Informed Consent
I have read the description of the interview and of my rights as a participant. I voluntarily agree to
participate in the interview exercise.
Print Name:

_______________________________

Signature:

_______________________________

Date:

_______________________________

Do you have any questions for me?
Is there anything else you’d like to add about your
cooking and recipe experiences that we haven’t
covered?

What other tasks or activities do you do while cooking?
(Probe: Talking on phone? Texting? Watching TV?
Checking Facebook? Watching kids?)

What is your age bracket?
(less than 20, 21-30, 31-40, 41-50, 51-60, over 60,
Prefer not to answer)

What kind of role do recipes play in your planning and
cooking process?
(Probe: Inspiration? Follow word-for-word? Reference
as needed?)

Thank you very much for your time! I appreciate your
input.
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Non-Disclosure Agreement for Mobile Application Development

Non-Disclosure Agreement for Mobile Application Development

This Non-disclosure Agreement is entered into by and between: _____________________________

5. Relationships. Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be deemed to constitute either party a
partner, joint venture or employee of the other party for any purpose.

residing at: __________________________________________________, (“Disclosing Party”) and
__________________________________________________________________

residing

at:

__________________________________________________________________, (“Receiving Party”)
for the purpose of preventing unauthorized disclosure of an Mobile Application as defined below. The
parties agree to enter into a confidential relationship with respect to the disclosure of certain
proprietary and confidential information (“Confidential Information”).
1. Definition of Confidential Information. For purposes of this Agreement, "Confidential Information"
shall include all information or material that has or could have commercial value or other utility in the
business in which Disclosing Party is engaged. If Confidential Information is in written form, the
Disclosing Party shall label or stamp the materials with the word "Confidential" or some similar warning.
If Confidential Information is transmitted orally, the Disclosing Party shall promptly provide a writing
indicating that such oral communication constituted Confidential Information.

6. Severability. If a court finds any provision of this Agreement invalid or unenforceable, the remainder
of this Agreement shall be interpreted so as best to effect the intent of the parties.
7. Integration. This Agreement expresses the complete understanding of the parties with respect to the
subject matter and supersedes all prior proposals, agreements, representations and understandings.
This Agreement may not be amended except in a writing signed by both parties.
8. Waiver. The failure to exercise any right provided in this Agreement shall not be a waiver of prior or
subsequent rights. This Agreement and each party's obligations shall be binding on the representatives,
assigns and successors of such party. Each party has signed this Agreement through its authorized
representative.

2. Exclusions from Confidential Information. Receiving Party's obligations under this Agreement do not
extend to information that is: (a) publicly known at the time of disclosure or subsequently becomes
publicly known through no fault of the Receiving Party; (b) discovered or created by the Receiving Party
before disclosure by Disclosing Party; (c) learned by the Receiving Party through legitimate means other
than from the Disclosing Party or Disclosing Party's representatives; or (d) is disclosed by Receiving Party
with Disclosing Party's prior written approval.
3. Obligations of Receiving Party. Receiving Party shall hold and maintain the Confidential Information
in strictest confidence for the sole and exclusive benefit of the Disclosing Party. Receiving Party shall
carefully restrict access to Confidential Information to employees, contractors and third parties as is
reasonably required and shall require those persons to sign nondisclosure restrictions at least as
protective as those in this Agreement. Receiving Party shall not, without prior written approval of
Disclosing Party, use for Receiving Party's own benefit, publish, copy, or otherwise disclose to others, or
permit the use by others for their benefit or to the detriment of Disclosing Party, any Confidential
Information. Receiving Party shall return to Disclosing Party any and all records, notes, and other
written, printed, or tangible materials in its possession pertaining to Confidential Information
immediately if Disclosing Party requests it in writing.
4. Time Periods. The non-disclosure provisions of this Agreement shall survive the termination of this
Agreement and Receiving Party's duty to hold Confidential Information in confidence shall remain in
effect until the Confidential Information no longer qualifies as a trade secret or until Disclosing Party
sends Receiving Party written notice releasing Receiving Party from this Agreement, whichever occurs
first.

_____________________________________________________ (Signature)
_____________________________________________________ (Typed or Printed Name)
Date:

_______________

_____________________________________________________ (Signature)
___________________________ (Typed or Printed Name)
Date:

_______________
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